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Abstract: In an increasingly competitive during the saturation of the market, as well as moments of the
downturn and economic crisis, the heads of travel companies of small and medium-sized businesses looking
for resources to improve business performance. The use of modern technologies gives a definite effect of the
business, creating a competitive advantage for a tourist company. Tourist project team formation is a difficult
problem. One should select manager suitable for each particular task in a pool while carefully weighing results
of possible interactions between team members. We discern between competence and performance. An
mathematical approach for the problem which is able to measure members' interactions influence on team
performance is proposed. In addition, new team performance measure in order to handle its non-additivity is
proposed. Competence and requirements are mapped in a tourist company skill space so that distance or
dissimilarity can be calculated. Performance is calculated for a team using proposed measure. Tasks are
assigned to managers so as to minimize complex value of team performance and average dissimilarity. Numerical
example is provided.
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INTRODUCTION are directed on the development of inbound (foreign) and

Today the Russian market of tourist services is new tourist projects and project team formation is really
directed almost entirely on outbound tourism, major tour urgent.
operators are provided with "typical tourist products." Traditionally projects are performed through different
Even a slight customization of the tour at the request of functional departments of an enterprise. Today this
the client involves a substantial increase in the cost of the approach is no more viable since some problems can only
product. Based on these assumptions, develops and be solved by united simultaneous efforts of specialists
markets specialized software for travel agencies, including with absolutely diverse background, called
regional ones. In fact, such firms are engaged in the resale multidisciplinary team [1].
of the larger tour companies and tour operators. There are many approaches for studying such teams
Accordingly,  the travel agency software is often limited [2]. It is widely supposed that lower level mechanism of
to the paid access to the database via the Internet tour. team dynamics is based on shared mental models [3, 4].
In some cases, travel agencies have sufficient access to Communication and cohesion, which distinguishes team,
expensive reservation systems (Amadeus, etc.) or use is of higher level. The mechanisms above are radically
various free online resources (booking.com, etc.) Current different from that of functional departments. To find
trends in the tourism industry (both in Russia and abroad) suitable  employee  for  the  latter  is  rather  difficult task.

internal (domestic) tourism. That’s why the problem of
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Team formation problem is more complex and Performance Measure: We need some measure to
important. One should take into account competence
requirements, spatial and temporal availability, budget
restrictions and cooperative effects simultaneously.
When the problem is solved properly, the time of non-
working phase of the team lifecycle is decreased.

Team formation problem is a problem of m tasks
assignment to n agents and has a long history [5-7]. It is
interesting to note researchers have started to consider
cooperative effects relatively recently. In [8] author solves
a team selection problem with the least team members'
competency overlap using Sugeno -fuzzy measure.
Called cooperative coefficient, it serves as a non-additive
capability measure. [9] tries to solve the team formation
problem considering team members typology by Belbin
[10]. The author describes a software he built which
shows what characteristics one should have to be
considered for the particular team role. [11] uses existing
social network to form a team minimizing communication
cost between members, deriving the idea probably from a
game-theoretic approach [12].

Conceptual Framework: We formulate the problem as
follows: from the project tasks list and managers list make
assignment which maximizes cooperative effect. Project
team is formed this way. Budget and temporal constraints
are out of the paper scope.

Following [7], we define the project as the list of
project tasks, with corresponding requirements vector
each. One competence vector, which belongs to the same
skill space as requirements vector, corresponds to each
manager.  Competence  vector  may  include   technical
and soft skills both. Skills can be logically grouped in
different ways to simplify management and assessment
[13, 14].

In addition one performance vector corresponds to
each manager, so that vector element is a measure of
corresponding competence realization [15]. We discern a
difference between the competence or capability and its
realization, i.e. performance [16].

Under cooperative effect we assume changes of
managers' performance when they work in a team
comparing to separate work [4, 14, 16].Team productivity
is not a sum of members productivity, it can be higher or
lower depending on team composition[17, 18]. We assume
team performance does not depend on team formation
order and team performance depends on pairwise
interactions.

evaluate  team   performance.   We   take   Sugeno  fuzzy
-measure as a base [19, 20]: , where -

algebra over a set of managers , satisfying the
conditions below:

If  and A B, then ,
If   and , then

,

If  and , then 

Sugeno fuzzy -measure is not well suited for our
purpose. Coefficient  characterizes a team in a whole, it
has nothing to do with pairwise interactions. Due to the
limitations, we need new productivity measure

 such that

There are numbers , which

characterize cooperative effects of w  and w  jointi j

work,
.

The   simplest   variant   is   a   function  like

where .

Mathematical Formulation
Notation Conventions: , where -

assignment of the manager w  to the task t ,j i

 - performance vector for the manager wi

corresponds to the competence  realization,

 - requirements vector for the task t ,i

 - set of the tasks,
- set of the managers,  - set of the

managers for the assignment set ,
- competence vector of the manager w .i
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Formulation: Elements of requirements, competence and
performance vectors are dimensionless strict numbers

. NaN is Not a Number. It denotes

this element (particular requirement, for example) is not
important. It is the “meaningless” number contrary to
other numbers.

Let the project consist of task set , each one of
the set has corresponding requirements vector

. There is set of managers , each

element of which  corresponds  to  the  competence vector
 and performance vector .

Competence vector c  and requirements vector r  belongsi j

to the same competence space.
We define a dissimilarity measure for a pair of

vectors  as Euclidean distance between the

vectors . For each pair  and

corresponding pair  one can calculate

dissimilarity measure . A set  is a final

assignment of tasks per managers. One can find a set
 of assigned managers, i.e. potential members of

the project team.
For each pair w  and w  there is a number ,i j

which characterizes influence of cooperative effects on
summary competence of  and  when working

together. So the competence realization performance of a
team , for example, equals to .

Let performance vector length be a measure of the
team total performance.

Sought for team composition thus can be found by
minimizing the average dissimilarity multiplied by inverse

team performance:  where .

Numerical Example: Below we show supposed model on
example of a part of tourism project - to organize an
excursion for International conference participants.
Assign language skills, historical knowledge and
readiness for a trip as basic competences. There are
tasks:

Table 1: Dissimilarity values
t w Dissimilarityi j

1 1 0,73
1 2 0.1A, C

1 3 0.58B

2 1 0.3B

2 2 0.2A, B

2 3 0,6
3 1 0,5
3 2 0.2B

3 3 0.1B, C

4 1 0,1
4 2 0.1A, C

4 3 0.6B

5 1 0.2B

5 2 0A, C

5 3 0,7

t  - to be a guide, requires 1

t  - to escort the group, requires 2

t  - to choose a proper route, requires 3

t  - to translate, requires 4

t  - to help with souvenir shopping, requires5

, and managers w ,w ,w  with1 2 3

competences

 and productivity vectors

Pairwise  joint      performance      is        described
by      coefficients

 so that

performance of the three possible teams
 is

g(A) = {0.2,0,0.9},
g(B) = {0.4,0,0.8},
g(C) = {0.8,0,0.3},

This particular values can be illustrated by an
imaginary configuration of a young person, who likes to
talk and walk a lot but knows nothing about history, a
middle-age knowledgeable historian woman and a young
translator. The young person and the historian are in 



t ,wi j
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discordance, while the young people lose their readiness 4. Rouse,  W., J. Cannon-Bowers and E. Salas, 1992.
for a walk when working together. Dissimilarity of pairs The role of mental models in team performance in

 is depicted in a table below. complex systems. IEEE Transactions on Systems,

For each team variant for each task we choose a
manager with minimal dissimilarity (depicted by
corresponding upper indices), then calculate average
dissimilarity: for the team A - 0.12, for the team B - 0.36, for
the team C - 0.1. After multiplying these numbers by
inverse performance (A - 0.91, B - 0.91, C - 0.83) we get
minimal Z = 0.083 for the team C. This solution seems
rather correct, remembering the imaginary people behind
the numbers.

CONCLUSION

The paper shows team formation model concerning
cooperative effect influence on the team performance.
Hypothetic numerical example was shown. Proposed
model allows to form a team taking into account member's
competences and joint performance whilst not
considering budget and temporal constraints. The model
is important for project-oriented companies, where
employees are in great rotation and pair wise performance
measurement is relatively easy to follow. Proper team
formation will probably reduce a time for the non-working
phase of the team lifecycle and increase its performance
in general.
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